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Grigoris V ARFIS 
Achilleas MITSOS 
Marios CAMHIS 






Stanley CLINTON DAVIS 
Graham MEADOWS 
Alan MAYHEW 






Antonio Jose Baptista CARDOSO E CUNHA 
Eurico Luis CABRAL DA FONSECA 
Pedro Miguel de SAMP AIO NUNES 
Abel MA TUTES 
Juan PRAT 
Damian HERNANDEZ 
Special responsibilities of the Members of the Commission 
President Jacques DELORS Secretariat -General 
Legal Service 
Spokesman's Service 




Vice-President Lorenzo NATALI Cooperation and development 
Vice-President Karl-Heinz NARJES Industrial affairs 
Information technology 
Research and science 
Joint Research Centre 
Vice-President Frans ANDRIESSEN Agriculture 
Forestry 
Vice-President Lord Francis Arthur COCKFIELD Internal market 
Customs Union Service 
Taxation 
Financial institutions 
Vice-President Henning CHRISTOPHERSEN Budget 
Financial control 
Personnel and administration 
Vice-President Manuel MARIN Social affairs and employment 
Education and training 
Member of the Claude CHEYSSON Mediterranean policy 
Commission North-South relations 
Member of the Alois PFEIFFER Economic affairs 
Commission Regional policy 
Statistical Office 
Member of the Grigoris V ARFIS Coordination of 
Commission structural instruments 
Consumer protection 
7 
Member of the Willy DE CLERQ External relations and 
Commission trade policy 
Member of the Nicolas MOSAR Energy 
Commission Euratom Supply Agency 
Office for Official Publications 
Member of the Stanley CLINTON DAVIS Environment 
Commission Nuclear safety 
Transport 
Member of the Carlo RIPA DE MEANA Institutional questions 





Member of the Peter SUTHERLAND Relations with the 
Commission European Parliament 
Competition 
Member of the Antonio Jose Baptista Fisheries 
Commission CARDOSO E CUNHA 
Member of the Abel MA TUTES Credit, investments and 
Commission financial instruments 
Policy on small and 
medium-sized enterprises 
8 
Secretariat-General of the Commission 
Rue de la Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 




(with special responsibility for the Registry) 
Director 
(with special responsibility for relations with the Council) 
Director 
(with special responsibility for relations with Parliament 
and the Economic and Social Committee) 
Director 
Inspector of external delegations (with special responsi-
bility for coordination of Units 8, 9 and 10) 
Director 
(with special responsibility for internal coordination) 
Director 





2. Official Journal and official relations with Member 
States 
Adviser 
3. Internal coordination 
4. Relations with the Council (!) 
Deputy Head of Division 
5. Relations with the Council (II) 
Deputy Head of Division 
- Social Partners Office and Youth Forum 
6. Relations with intergovernmental cooperation be-
tween Member States 
Tel. 235 11 11 




Antonio MARCHINI CAMIA 
Jean-Claude EECKHOUT (acting) 
Hans BECK 
Giuseppe CIAVARINI AZZI (acting) 




Bernard WEHRENS (acting) 
Jacobus Nicolaas STEMPELS 
Lino FACCO (acting) 
Giuseppe CIA VARIN! AZZI (acting) 
Director 
Antonio MARCHINI CAMIA 
Director 
Paolo PONZANO 
Marcell von DONAT 
Fulvio PAOLINI 
Fulvio P A OLIN! 
Simon NUTTALL 
9 
7. Liaison with Parliament and the Economic and So-
cial Committee 
Adviser 
8. General Report and other periodical reports 
9. Inspection, planning and organization 
Deputy Head of Division 
10. In-house information and in-service traineeships 
II. Central Advisory Group 
12. ECSC Consultative Committee' 
1 Batiment Jean Monnet 
Rue Alcide De Gasperi 
2920 Luxembourg 
Tel. 430 II 
Telex 3423 COMEUR LU 
3446 COMEUR LU 
3476 COMEUR LU 
10 
Jean-Claude EECKHOUT (acting) 
Director 






Jean-Louis LACROIX (acting) 
Director 
Dieter RUCKERT 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Deputy Director-General 
Assistant to Director-General 
Principal Legal Advisers 
Friedrich-Wilhelm ALBRECHT 
Donald William ALLEN 
Raymond BAEYENS 
Rene-Christian BERAUD 






Bastiaan VAN DER ESCH 
Adviser on data processing 
Legal Service 
Tel. 235 II II 
















Jean Claude SECHE 
Marc SOHIER 





Rue de Ia Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Spokesman 
Deputy Spokesman 
Assistant to the Spokesman 
Members of the Service 
1 Under the authority of the President. 
Spokesman's Service 1 
Tel. 235 ll ll 







William Neville KEERY 
Fran<;oise LE BAIL-ELLES 
Etienne REUTER 
Marco SANTOPINTO 
Pierre VAN ENK 
Per VINTHER 




Joint Interpreting and Conference Service 
Rue de Ia Loi 200. 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, 1049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Adviser 
Assistant to the Director-General 
Relations with the conference services of international 
organizations 
Administrative unit 
Directly attached to the Director-General 
I. General matters 
Adviser 
(with special responsibility for financial and bud-
getary matters) 
2. Training 
Further training and specialization 
Interpretation courses for graduates 
Conference services Directorate 
Adviser 
(responsible for coordination and organization of 
major conferences) 
I. Planning 
2. Technical matters 
Renee VAN HOOF 
Tel. 235 II II 












Anneke TEN GEUZENDAM 
Dieter ROESGEN 
N.B. The Joint Interpreting and Conference Service is responsible for interpreting at meetings organized by the Council, the 




Batiment Jean Monnet 




Assistant to Director-General 
Direct(v attached to Director-General 




Processing and dissemination of statistical information 
I. Processing 
2. Dissemination 
3. Public relations and management of publications and 
studies 
- Data shop 1 
Directorate B 
General economic statistics 
I. Economic accounts 
2. Regional and financial statistics 
3. Price surveys and consumer price indices 
1 Rue de !a Loi 120, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 120, I 049 Brussel 
Tel. 235 II II 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 
Tel. 430 II 
Telex 3423/3446/3476 COMEUR LU 
Silvio RONCHETII 






Fran<;ois de GEUSER 
Egide HENTGEN 
Letizia CA TI ANI 
Piero ERBA 
Alain CHANTRAINE 
Raymond SAL VAT 
Hugo KRIJNSE LOCKER 
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DireclOrale C 
External trade, ACP and non-member countries, and 
transport statistics 
I. Statistical methods and classifications 
Special assignments on methods for external trade 
Special assignments on transport 
2. Production 
3. Analyses and developments 
Direclorale D 




3. Iron and steel 
DireclOrate E 
Demographic and social statistics - Agricultural 
statistics 
- Reports and analyses 
Demographic and social statistics 
I. Employment and labour force surveys 
2. Wages, incomes and social welfare 
Deputy Head of Division 
3. Population, education and general social statistics 
Agricultural statistics 
Adviser 
4. Agricultural accounts and structures 
5. Agricultural balance sheets and products 
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Wil van der WEERDEN 
Klaus LOENING 
Joachim WEDEL 
Alberto DE MICHELIS 
Hans Georg BAGGENDORF 
Customs Union Service 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 






I. Common Customs Tariff 
2. Economic tariff questions 
3. Value for customs purposes and computer processing 
Deputy Head of Division 
4. Integrated tariff and international tariff questions 
Directorate B 
Customs legislation 
I. Movement of goods procedures and coordination of 
agricultural questions 
- Coordination of agricultural questions 
2. Origin of goods 
3. General customs legislation; prevention and repres-
sion of fraud 















Per Brix KNUDSEN 
Maurice AUBREE 
Massimo GIFFONI 
Tel. 235 II II 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 
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Service for the Coordination of Structural Instruments 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Assistant 
Secretariat of the Interdepartmental Coordination Group 
(ICG) 
Administrative unit 
I. Integrated Mediterranean programmes (IMP) 
2. Integrated approach operations and coordination 
3. Information and consolidation 
Tel. 235 II II 










Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, 1049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for Directorate C) 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for Directorates A and D) 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for Directorates B and E) 
Adviser hors classe responsible for North-South Rela-
tions and Mediterranean Policy 
(Directorates F, G and H) 
Assistant to Director-General 









Marcello BURA TIINI 
Head of protocol 
Head 
Tel. 235 11 11 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 
See Annex II for the Delegations in Australia, Canada, Japan, Latin America, South and South-East 
Asia, the United States and Yugoslavia and to the international organizations in Geneva, New York, 
Paris and Vienna. 
External relations and commercial policy 1 
Directorate A 
GAIT, OECD, commercial questions with respect to 
agriculture, fisheries, services and high technology, 
and relations with South Africa 
I. Multilateral commercial policies and questions within 
the province of GAlT 
2. Commercial questions with respect to agriculture and 
fisheries - South Africa 
3. OECD, commercial questions with respect to services 
and high technology 
1 Special responsibilities of Mr De Clercq. 
Roderick ABBOTI 
John BECK 
Alberto de PASCALE 
Mogens Peter CARL (acting) 
23 
Directorate B 
Relations with North America, Australia, New Zea-
land, Japan; external relations in the research, science 
and nuclear energy fields 
1. United States and Canada 
2. Japan, Australia and New Zealand 
3. External relations in the research, science and nuclear 
energy fields 
Directorate C 
General questions and instruments of external eco-
nomic policy 
1. Instruments of autonomous and conventional com-
mercial policy; dumping, countervailing duties and 
safeguard measures; general questions 
2. Export credit policy and export promotion 
3. Questions of Community law in the field of trade 
agreements and cooperation with Member States, law 
of the sea, infringements and Treaties Office, liaison 
with Legal Service, Article 115 
Directorate D 
Negotiation and management of textile agreements; 
trade in industrial products 
1. Negotiation and management of textile agreements; 
industrial trade questions 
2. Commercial policy in respect of ECSC products (in-
cluding negotiation and management of external mea-
sures relating to the iron and steel industry) 
3. Computerized economic analyses 
1 Special Representative for textile negotiations. 
24 






Hans Adolf NEUMANN 
Sotirios V AROUXAKIS 





Relations with northern and central European coun-
tries, State-trading countries and the countries of the 
Far East (other than Japan) 
I. Relations with the Scandinavian countries, Finland, 
Iceland, Austria and Switzerland 
2. Relations with State-trading countries in Europe 
- Bilateral and unilateral trading arrangements 
3. Relations with the countries of the Far East (other 
than Japan) 
Louis KA WAN 1 




North-South relations and Mediterranean policy' 
Directorate F 
North-South relations 
Relations with other institutions involving the Medi-
terranean area and North-South relations 
I. General problems 
2. Relations with international organizations, including 
United Nations economic agencies other than Unctad 
3. Generalized tariff preferences 
Directorate G 
Mediterranean, Near and Middle East 
I. Northern Mediterranean 
2. Southern and eastern Mediterranean 
3. Arab countries of the Middle East; external relations 
in the field of non-nuclear energy 
Directorate H 
Relations with developing countries in Latin America 
and Asia (except the Far East) 
I. Asia (except the Far East) 
2. Latin America 
3. Aid to non-associated developing countries 











Emiliano FOSSA TI 
1 Special Representative for the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. 
2 Special responsibilities of Mr Cheysson. 
25 
Directorate I 
Implementation of enlargement 





Claus-Dieter von SCHUMANN 
Directorate-General II 
Economic and Financial Affairs 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, 1049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for coordination of Directo-
rates A and B) 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for coordination of Directo-
rates C and D) 
Adviser 
Adviser 
(with special responsibility for liaison with Parliament 
and the Economic and Social Committee) 
Secretary of the Monetary Committee and the Economic 
Policy Committee 
- Secretariat 
Assistant to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
Attached to Director-Genera! 
Economic advisers 
Attached to Deputy Director-Genera/ (with special respon-
sibility for coordination of Directorates C and D) 
Data processing and statistics coordination 
Directorate A 
National economies 
I. Member States I: Federal Republic of Germany, Ire-
land and United Kingdom 
2. Member States II: France, Greece and Italy 
3. Member States III: Benelux and Denmark 
4. Non-member countries 
Tel. 235 11 11 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 
Massimo RUSSO 



















Economic structure and Community intervention 
1. Economic integration: problems and policies 
2. Action under the Community budget 
3. Community loans: interdepartmental coordination 
4. Development of financial instruments 
5. Sectoral and structural problems 
Directorate C 
Macroeconomic analyses and policies 
Econometric Models Group 
1. Macroeconomic policy analysis 
2. Economic forecasts and publications 
3. Business surveys 
4. Econometric models 
Directorate D 
Monetary matters 
1. EMS and international monetary matters 
2. Foreign exchange markets and balances of payments 
- International financial problems 
3. National and Community monetary policies 
4. Capital markets 
Commission/European Investment Bank 
Liaison Office 
28 
Giovanni RA VASIO 
Michel AUJEAN (acting) 
Alfred CONRUYT 
Steffen ALBRECHT 








Thomas Roderick WEBB 
Robert VERRUE (acting) 
Sotirios KOLLIAS 
Henk VAN DER VLUGT 
Directorate-General III 
Internal Market and Industrial Affairs 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for Directorates A and D) 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for Directorates C and E) 
Assistants to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
Directorate A 
Industrial affairs I 
(removal of technical barriers to trade, mechanical engi-
neering, foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals, electricity, chemi-
cals and transportation) 
I. Standardization and technical harmonization: coordi-
nation, mechanical engineering, electricity and metro-
logy 
2. Foodstuffs 
Deputy Head of Division 
3. Pharmaceuticals, veterinary medicines 




Tel. 235 II II 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 












Industrial affairs III - distributive trades 
(textiles, leather, paper, miscellaneous industries and 
non-tariff barriers, public contracts and distributive 
trades) 
I. Safeguard measures; removal of non-tariff barriers 
(Article 30 et seq.) 
Deputy Head of Division 
2. Textiles and clothing 
3. Wood, leather, paper, construction and miscellaneous 
industries 
4. Public contracts 
5. Distributive trades 
Directorate D 
Approximation of laws, freedom of establishment and 
freedom to provide services 
Adviser 
I. Civil and economic law, criminal law and law of 
procedure, and citizens' rights 
2. Company law, industrial democracy and accounting 
standards 
3. Multinationals, groups of companies and the Euro-
pean company 
4. Intellectual property and unfair competition 
Deputy Head of Division 
5. Free movement of self-employed persons and recogni-
tion of diplomas 
30 
Daniele VERDIANI 
Alfonso MATTERA RICIGLIANO 















Policy and relations with industry 
I . External measures 
2. Sector analysis, administration and implementation of 
controls 
Deputy Head of Division (with special responsibility 
for the implementation of controls) 
General objectives and structure 
Production capacities and consultation on Article 
54 and 56 ECSC opinions 
Administration of controls 




Industrial restructuring, non-member countries and 
raw materials 
Business analyses 
I. Industrial and technological problems in relation to 
non-member countries 
Deputy Head of Division 
2. Secretariat for internal and external work on raw 
materials 
3. Industrial economy, industrial structure and co· 
ordination 
4. Small and medium-sized enterprises, artisanat, Busi· 
ness Cooperation Centre and industrial cooperation 
Small and medium-sized enterprises and artisanat 






















Information and Telecommunications Technologies 
Rue de la Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, 1049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Assistant to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
I. Programme administration 
Deputy Head of Division 
2. Strategy of information technology and tele-
communications 
Standardization and type-approval 
Interinstitutional relations and non-governmental 
organizations 
3. Programme analysis and preparation 
Directorate A 
Information technology - Esprit 
I . Strategy and work programme 
2. Coordination of operations 
3. Micro-electronics 
Deputy Head of Division 
4. Software and advanced information processing 
5. Information technology applications 
Directorate B 
Telecommunications 
I. Development of telecommunications and remote 
processing technology 





Tel. 235 II II 

























Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 




Assistant to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
Directly attached to Deputy Director-General 
Directorate A 
General competition policy 
Adviser 
I. General policy and international aspects 
Deputy Head of Division 
Legal problems and regulation 
Economic problems 
2. Public enterprises, State monopolies and public dis-
crimination 
3. Documentation and data processing 
Directorate B 
Restrictive practices and abuse of dominant positions I 
I. Mechanical, electrical and electronic manufactured 
products 
Motor vehicles and other means of transport 
Telecommunications 
2. Textiles, clothing, leather and other manufacturing 
industries 
3. Distribution, banking and insurance, the media and 
other service industries 
Tel. 235 II 11 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 



















Restrictive practices and abuse of dominant positions II 
I. Steel, coal and transport 
Deputy Head of Division 
(with special responsibility for ECSC inspection) 
2. Energy (other than coal), chemicals, agricultural 
products and foodstuffs 
3. Non-ferrous metals, non-metallic mineral products, 
construction, wood and paper 
Deputy Head of Division 
Directorate D 
Coordination of competition decisions 
I. Horizontal agreements and abuse of dominant 
positions 
2. Cooperation agreements, joint ventures and mergers 
3. Industrial and intellectual property rights 





I . General aid schemes 
2. Regional aids 
Deputy Head of Division 
3. Sectoral aids 
4. 'State aids' Task Force 
34 
Gianfranco ROCCA 



















Employment, Social Affairs and Education 
Rue de la Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, 1049 Brussel 
Batiment Jean Monnet 




Secretariat for the Social Report (reports and analyses) 





I. Employment and labour market policy 
- Specific measures for labour 
2. Social aspects of industry policies and new technology 
3. ECSC readaptation and social aspects of iron and 
steel policies 
4. Bureau for questions concerning employment and 
equal treatment for women 
Directorate B 
Living and working conditions and welfare 
I. Social security and social action programmes 
2. Social security for migrant workers 
3. Freedom of movement and migration policy 
Deputy Head of Division 
- Migration problems - third countries 
4. Labour law, industrial relations and working condi-
tions 
Tel. 235 II II 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 
Tel. 430 II 
Telex 3423/3446/3476 COMEUR LU 
Jean DEGIMBE 




















Education, vocational training and youth policy 
I. Vocational training and adult education 
2. Cooperation in the field of education 
3. Bureau for actions in favour of disabled people 
Directorate D 
European Social Fund 
I. Operations for young people 
Deputy Head of Division 
2. Operations for adults 
3. Specific operations 
4. Coordination, finance and administration 
- Coordination and report 
Directorate E 
Health and safety 
I. Health protection (Euratom) and public health 
- Radioactive waste and safety measures in nuclear 
installations 
2. Industrial medicine and hygiene 
Mines and other extractive industries (including 
the Secretariat of the Safety and Health Commis-
sion for the Mining and Other Extractive Indus-
tries) 
3. Toxicology, and safety at work 
36 



















Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for Directorates C, D and E) 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for Directorates F and G) 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for Directorate H) 
Chief Adviser attached to Deputy Director-General with 
special responsibility for Directorates F and G 
Assistants to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
Economic affairs and general problems 1 
Directorate A 1 
General matters 
I. Relations with non-governmental organizations 
2. Reports, studies, statistical information, documenta-
tion 
3. Analysis of the situation of agricultural holdings 
4. Agricultural data processing 
Directorate B 1 
Agricultural legislation 
I. Agricultural law, infringements, complaints and 
supervision of the application of directives 
2. Matters common to several products and conditions 
of competition 
3. Legislation relating to crop products and animal nu-
trition 
4. Veterinary and zootechnical legislation 
5. Veterinary inspection 
1 Directly attached to Director-General. 
Tel. 235 11 11 
















Camelis VAN OEVEREN 
Joachim HEINE 
Gerald HUDSON 




Organization of markets in crop products 
I. Cereals and rice 
Deputy Head of Division 
2. Sugar 
3. Olives, oilseeds, and protein and textile plants 
Directorate D 
Organization of markets in livestock products 
Adviser 
I. Milk products 
2. Beef and veal and sheepmeat 
3. Animal feed, pigmeat and poultry 
Directorate E 
Organization of markets in specialized crops 
I. Fruit and vegetables and processed products 
2. Wine, spirits and derived products 
3. Tobacco, hops, potatoes and other specialized crops 
Unit attached to Deputy Director-General with special res-
ponsibility for Directorates C, D and E 
Periodic agricultural instruments and joint secretariat of 
management committees 
Directorate F 
Agricultural structure and forestry 
I. General common measures - Agricultural credit -
Environmental questions in agriculture 
2. Specific and regional common measures 
3. Forests and forestry 
4. Coordination of agricultural research 
Deputy Head of Division 
38 
Terence Leslie W. WINDLE 
Ignace de GRUBEN 
Roland REIFENRA TH 
Dieter GRUPE 


















European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
I . Budgetary matters and financial coordination 
2. EAGGF: Guarantee 
3. EAGGF: Guidance 
4. Clearance of accounts 
5. Fraud and irregularities 
Directorate H 


















Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Director-General 





General programming; international and institutional 
relations; air and maritime transport 
I. General programming; relations with other institu-
tions; international relations 
2. Air transport 
3. Maritime transport and safety at sea 
Directorate B 
Inland transport markets; transport and energy 
I. Market policies; working conditions 
2. Market analysis; statistics; structural policies 
3. Tourism 
Tel. 235 II II 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 









Paul GRAFF 1 
Adviser 
Egidio LEONARDI 2 
Adviser 
Veit SCHMITT 
John Terence STEWART 
Nicolas MOUSSIS 
1 With special responsibility for inland waterways. 
2 With special responsibility for questions relating to transport and energy. 
41 
Directorate C 
Infrastructures; transport technology; State interven-
tion 
I. Infrastructure planning and development 
2. Transport research and technology - safety 








Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, 1049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Relations with delegations 
Relations with the institutions 
- Programmes and methods of ex-post evaluation 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for coordinating Directorates 
A and E, and Specialized Service VIII/3) 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for coordinating Directorates 
B, C and D and units VIII/4 and VIII/5) 
Adviser 
(assisting the Deputy Director-General with special res-
ponsibility for coordinating Directorates B, C and D and 
units VIII/4 and VIII/5) 








Tel. 235 11 11 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 
Michel VANDEN ABEELE 
Hans CARLE 
Head 
See Annex II for the delegations in the ACP (Africa, Caribbean and Pacific) countries and the SEM 
(Southern and Eastern Mediterranean) countries. 
Directly attached to the Director-General 
VIII/I 
VIII/2 
Development analysis and forecast 





I. Human resources 
2. Agriculture, food and the environment; food aid 
Andre VAN HAEVERBEKE 
Femand THURMES 
Fran~ois-Jacques VAN HOEK 
Michel PANNIER 
Charles VAN DER V AEREN 
Gunter GRUNER 
43 
3. Energy, mining and industry 
4. Commercial development 
Deputy Head of Division 
5. Primary products, Stabex and relations with Unctad 
Directly attached to the Deputy Director-General with spe-
cial responsibility for Directorates A and E 
VIII/ 3 - Non-governmental organizations 
Directorate B 
West and Central Africa 
I. The Sahel 
2. Coastal West Africa 
Deputy Head of Division 
3. Central Africa 
4. Multidisciplinary technical group 
Direc/Orate C 
East and Southern Africa; the Indian Ocean 
I. The Hom of Africa and the Indian Ocean 
2. East Africa 
3. Southern Africa 
4. Multidisciplinary technical group 
Directorate D 
The southern and eastern Mediterranean; the Carib-
bean and Pacific; aid to non-associated developing 
countries 
2. Caribbean and Pacific 
Deputy Head of Division 
4. Multidisciplinary technical group 
Directly attached to the Deputy Director-General with spe-
cial responsibility for Directorates B, C and D 
YIII/4 - General planning questions; Finance Com-
mittees 
YIII/5 - Technical specialists' group 
44 
Jean DELORME 

























2. Authorization of payments and accounting 
3. Invitations to tender, finance agreements and disputes 
4. Emergency aid 
Directly attached to Directorate E (Finance) 













Personnel and Administration 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, l 049 Brussel 
Biitiment Jean Monnet 




Director with special responsibility for personnel and 
administration in Luxembourg 
Adviser· Mediator 
Adviser with special responsibility for language problems 
arising from enlargement 
Assistants to Director-General 
Relations with representatives of staff organizations 
Administrative unit 
Attached to the Director-General 
External offices 
Staff information 
Medical Service for Decentralized Staff 
Medical Service for Brussels Staff 
Medical Service, Luxembourg 
Medical Service, Ispra 
Directorate A 
Personnel 
I. Staff Regulations 
Deputy Head of Division 
2. Careers 
3. Staff training 
Deputy Head of Division 
4. Recruitment 
Tel. 235 II II 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 
Tel. 430 II 
Telex 3423/3446/3476 COMEUR LU 
Jean-Claude MOREL 
Richard HAY 
Yves DESBOIS (acting) 







Maria Pia FILIPPONE 
Dr Horst·Adolf SEMILLER 
Dr Michael SIDDONS 
Dr Nicolas HOFFMANN 











I. Financial and administrative rights 
Deputy Head of Division 
2. Sickness and accident insurance 
Deputy Head of Division 
3. Welfare 
4. Building policy and location of departments 
5. Buildings and equipment management 
6. House services 
Deputy Head of Division 




(responsible for coordination of the Medium- and Long-
term Translation Service, Luxembourg, and the applica-
tion of new technologies to translation) 
I. Resources and professional development - Brussels 
Representative in Luxembourg 
2. Terminology and computer applications - Luxem-
bourg 
Representative in Brussels 
Brussels translation units 
3. Danish translation 
4. German translation 
5. English translation 
6. French translation 
7. Greek translation 
8. Italian translation 
9. Dutch translation 
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0. Bjorn PETERSEN 
Jacques Fran9ois DE HOE 





Antoine VANDER HAEGEN 









Luxembourg Translation units 
10. Danish translation 
II. German translation 
12. English translation 
13. French translation 
14. Greek translation 
15. !tal ian translation 
16. Dutch translation 
Direc/Orate D 




(responsible for coordination with the Office for Official 
Publications) 
Assistant 
- Training and welfare 
I. Personnel 
2. Administration 
3. Documentation, archives and publishing 
4. Library 
5. Coordination and prepar~tion of publications 





I. Informatics planning and administration 
- Coordination with computing services in other 
Directorates-General 
2. Quality and security 
3. Computer Centre 
Deputy Head of Division 
Systems engineering 
User support 
4. Integrated information systems 
Pilot projects and methods 
Computer forum 
Jens Norman NIELSEN 
Eva RITIWEGER 
Brian Me CLUSKEY 
Dante P ARINJ 
Dimitri STEFANIDJS 
Amedeo BELLARDJ RICCI 











Walter DE BACKER 
Marcel MESNAGE 
Alfred COPET 











5. Telecommunications and distributed hardware 
6. Informatics engineering 
Computer architecture 
Computer workshop 




Coordination and resources 
Information systems manager 
I. Management and organization 
2. Finance service 
3. Contracts: general matters 












Jean VAN DE CALSEYDE 
Fernand VAN PRAET 
Anthony CASTON 
Directorate-Genera! X 
Information, Communication and Culture 
Rue de la Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, 1049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Assistant to Director-General 
Secretariat for programming and relations with the other 
institutions 
Administrative unit 
Tel. 235 11 11 





See Annexes I and II for the information offices in the Member States and in Switzerland and Turkey and 
for the information services in the external delegations. 
Cultural activities and audiovisual policy 




I. Decentralized information and documentation 
2. Development 
3. Trade unions and social affairs 
4. The citizen and Community policies 
Surveys, research and analysis 




I. Communication policy 
Information campaigns and exhibitions 
Information for women 
Sport and youth 





Hubert FERRA TON 
Helmut RIES 







2. Audiovisual production. and radio and television 
studios 
3. Publications 
Deputy Head of Division 
4. Public relations 






Bernardo PIANETTI DELLA STUFA 
Directorate-Genera/ XI 
Environment, Consumer Protection and Nuclear Safety 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Assistant to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
Directly attached to Director-Genera! 
I. Implementation of programmes and general affairs 
- Application of Community law 
2. International affairs 
3. Nuclear safety 
Directorate A 
Protection and improvement of the environment 
Adviser on intersectoral environmental issues 
1. Coordination with other policies and information 
2. Protection and management of water 
3. Prevention and reduction of air pollution and pollu-
tion by chemical substances 
Air pollution 
Chemical substances 
4. Waste management and prevention of noise pollution 
Waste management and clean technologies 
Noise and pollution inputs 
5. Protection and management of the environment and 
natural resources - economic aspects and public 
awareness 
Deputy Head of Division, with special responsibility 
for economic aspects and land use 
Tel. 235 II II 






Julien VAN CAENEGHEM 














Protection and promotion of consumer interests 
I. Physical protection of consumers 
- Statistical and standards aspects of product safety 
2. Promotion of consumer interests 
3. Consumer information, education and representation 
- Documentation on economic matters 
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Science, Research and Development 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, 1049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Deputy Director-General 
(with special responsibility for Directorates C. D. E, F 
and G) 
Deputy Director-General 
(Director-General of the JRC) 
Assistant to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
Concertation Unit for Biotechnology in Europe 
Directorate A 
Scientific and technical coordination, cooperation with 
non-member countries, and COST 
Adviser 
I. Forecasting and assessment in the field of science and 
technology (FAST) and social research 
2. Formulation and developments of scientific and 
technological policy and coordination of scientific 
and technological policies (CREST), stimulation 
(CEDST) and sectoral grants 
3. Overall formulation and coordination of research pro-
grammes, monitoring of direct and indirect action, 
and interdepartmental coordination of research and 
development 
4. Science and technology for development and coopera-
tion with developing countries 
5. Scientific and technical cooperation (COST) 
Tel. 235 ll ll 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 
Paolo FASELLA 














Means of action 
I. Budget policy and management, financial coordina-
tion and Court of Auditors 
Deputy Head of Division 
2. Research contract policy and management 
3. Interinstitutional relations, reports and information 
4. Research evaluation 
5. Personnel, data processing and coordination 
Directorate C 
Technological research 
I. Development and application of new technology and 
IRDAC 
2. Technical research (steel) 
3. Community Bureau of Reference (BCR) 
(Metrology and Reference materials) 
Direcwrate D 
Nuclear research and development 
I. Fuel cycle 
2. Reactors and technologies, and Scientific and Techni-
cal Committee (STC) 
3. Nuclear plant safety and R&D in nuclear safety 
- R&D in thermal water-reactor safety 
Direcwrate E 
Alternative energy sources, energy conservation and 
energy R&D strategy 
I . Solar energy 
2. Geothermal energy 
3. Energy conservation 
4. Production and use of hydrogen 









Cyril Leslie SILVER 













Biology, radiation protection and medical research 
Adviser 
I. Radiation protection 
Behaviour and control of radionuclides in the envi-
ronment 
Radiobiology 
2. Genetics and biotechnology 
3. Medical research 
Directorate G 
Environment, raw materials and materials technology 
I. Environmental protection and climatology 
2. Mineral raw materials 
(metals and mineral substances, uranium, and the 
recycling of non-ferrous metals) 
3. Renewable raw materials 
(timber and the recycling of waste) 
4. Materials technology 





























Joint Research Centre 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, 1049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Programmes Director 
Head of Director-General's Bureau 
Assistant to Director-General 
21020 Ispra, Italy 
Establishment Director 
Advisers 
Security Officer (Engineering) 
Site Director 
Adviser 
Technical and vocational training school 
- Administration and personnel 




Security and fire service 
- Teaching and training 
Press and public relations 
Nuclear support 
Projects Director 
- Planning and budget forecasts 
- Reactor safety 
- Safety of nuclear fuels 
- Non-nuclear energy sources 




Prospective research and exchange of information 
Tel. 235 II II 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 
Jean-Albert DINKESPILER 




Telex 380042/380058 EUR I 
324878/324880 EUR I 









Argeo BENCO (acting) 
Francesco SCIUTO 
Learco DI PIAZZA 
Rolf MISENTA 










Director of Department A 
Adviser 
Informatics 
Information analysis and processing 
Electronics 
Systems engineering and reliability 
Documentation and publications 
Director of Department B 
- Thermodynamics 
Nuclear experiments 
Laboratory for intermediate-level activity 
Applied mechanics 
Director of Department C 
Advisers 
Physics 
Radiation chemistry and nuclear chemistry 
Materials 
Chemistry 
Steenweg op Retie 
2440 Gee!, Belgium 
Establishment Director 
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Tel. (014) 57 12 II 
Telex 33589 EURAT B 
Linkenheim 
Postal address: 7 5 50 Karlsruhe 
Postfach 2266, FR of Germany 
Establishment Director 





Postbus Nr 2 
1755 ZG Petten. NH, The Netherlands 
Establishment Director 
Administration and infrastructure 








Tel. 072 47/841 
Telex 7825483 EU D 
Tel. 31 22 46.5656 
Telex 57211 REACP 
Ernest Demetrios HONDROS 
Femand DEMONIE (acting) 
Peter von der HARDT 




Information Market and Innovation 
Batiment Jean Monnet 
Rue Alcide De Gasperi 
Luxembourg-Kirchberg 
Brussels Liaison Office: 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, l 049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Adviser 
(responsible for coordination of liaison with other Com-
mission departments and other institutions) 
Assistant to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
Directly attached to Director-General 
Adviser 
(responsible for contractual and legal questions) 
Task force 





I. Technological information and patents 
2. Scientific and technical communication 
3. Exploitation of new technologies 
Directorate B 
Information management 
I. European networks 
2. Transfer of information between European languages 
3. Tele-informatics in documentary applications 
Coordinator for applications of new information techno-
logies 
Tel. 430 ll 
Telex 2752 EURDOC LU 
Tel. 235 ll ll 







John Michel GIBB 
Bruce Bailey GOODMAN 







Rue de Ia Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, 1049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Director 
(with special responsibility for coordination) 
Assistant to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
Directorate A 
Markets and international questions - South 
I. Markets 
Fisheries 
2. Central and South Atlantic, Indian Ocean, Mediterra-
nean, questions relating to enlargement 
Direc/Orate B 
Internal resources and international questions - North 
I. Conservation, information services and data pro-
cessing 
- Information services and data processing 
2. Monitoring, inspection and licences 
3. North Altantic, North Pacific and Antarctic 
Directorate C 
Structures, legislation, aids and national measures 
I. Structures 
Structural measures, research 
Management of direct and indirect action 
Financial and budgetary matters, control and pay-
ments 
2. Legislation, aids and national measures 
Tel. 235 11 11 







Laurent VAN DEPOELE 
John PEARSON 
Michael HOLDEN 












Financial Institutions and Taxation 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Director-General 




I. Banks and financial establishments 
2. Insurance 
3. Stock exchanges and securities 





I. Direct taxation 
2. Turnover taxes 
3. Indirect taxation other than turnover taxes 
0. Bus HENRIKSEN 













Tel. 235 II II 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 
4. Supervision of the application of Community provi-





Rue de Ia Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Assistant to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
Directly attached to the Director-General 
Financial management, monitoring and ex-post evalua-
tion 
Directorate A 
Guidelines and priorities 
1. Socio-economic situation of regions and period report 
2. Analysis of the regional impact of Community poli-
cies; guidelines 
3. Coordination of regional policies (RDP); priorities 
for operations; Secretariat of Regional Policy Com-
mittee (RPC) 
Directorate B 
Preparation and assessment of operations 
1. Preparation of integrated operations and programmes 
2. Compatibility assessment of programmes and major 
projects 
3. Steel industry conversion and ECSC operations 
Tel. 235 II II 






Jan Ton DE REGT 
JosefVAN GINDERACHTER 
Paul W ALDCHEN 
Gommaar VAN DER AUWERA 




I. General affairs and ERDF Committee 
Deputy Head of Division 
- Secretariat of the ERDF Committee 
2. Implementation of integrated operations and pro-
grammes 
3. Project operations 






Marie POL YZOU-SA VV AIDES 
Alec Anthony KINCH 
Klaus WEGERHOFF 
Directorate-General XVII 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Director-General 
Deputy Director-General 





Energy policy, analyses and forecasts, and contracts 
I. Energy policy 
2. Analyses and forecasts 
3. Contracts, budget and financial management 
Directorate B 
Coal 




Oil and natural gas 
I. Oil policy 
2. Oil market 
3. Gas 
Tel. 235 II ll 











Siegfried von LUDWIG 
Louis CALIBRE 
Friedrich KINDERMANN (acting) 
Robert DE BAUW (acting) 
Robert DE BAUW 
Gordon LANGRIDGE 




I. Nuclear policy 
2. General matters; implementation of agreements 
Directorate E 
Energy saving and alternative energy sources, electric-
ity and heat 
I. Energy saving 
2. Alternative energy sources, electricity and heat 
Directorate F 
Euratom safeguards 
I. Inspection I 
2. Inspection 2 
3. Accounting and auditing 




Fabrizio CACCIA DOMINIONI 







Etienne VAN DER STRICHT (acting) 
Elio BEVERE 
Walter ST ANNERS 
Heinrich KSCHWENDT 
Directorate-General XVIII 
Credit and Investments 
Biitiment Jean Monnet 
Rue Alcide De Gasperi 
2920 Luxembourg 
Director-General 
Adviser (coordination with the other institutions; moni-
toring of loans) 
Assistant to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
Directora/e A 
Borrowings and administration of funds 
1. Borrowings and market assessment 
2. Levy and accounting 
3. Treasury management - receipts and payments 
Directorate B 
Investments and loans 
1. Opinions on investments and studies, and industrial 
loans to Belgium and France 
2. Loans 
Tel. 430 II 
Telex 3423/3446/3476 COMEUR LU 
Direct telex 2331 EUCRED LU 





Antoine VAN GOETHEM 
Antoine Albert BLOCH 
Heinz-Jiirg MORITZ 
Pietro DE LUCA 






Rue de Ia Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Director-General 




Financial intervention appropriations and administra-
tive expenditure 
I. Budget rapporteur for structural appropriations ( Re-
gional Fund, Social Fund, EAGGF Guidance Sec-
tion, ECSC) 
2. Budget rapporteur for research and industrial, techno-
logical and energy-sector appropriations 
3. Budget rapporteur for EAGGF Guarantee Section 
appropriations 
4. Budget rapporteur for appropriations for cooperation 
with non-member countries 
5. Budget rapporteur for administrative appropriations 
and ECSC contracts 
6. Analyses and forecasts 
Directorare B 
Financing of the budget 
I. Budget rapporteur for budgetary revenue 
2. Budget rapporteur for the budgetary implications of 
borrowing policy 
3. Control of traditional own resources (customs duties 
and agricultural levies) 
Tel. 235 II II 











Ernst Wolfgang SCHAEFER (acting) 





General affairs and relations with Parliament and the 
Court of Auditors 
I. Relations with the European Parliament Committee 
on Budgets 
2. Relations with the European Parliament Committee 
on Budgetary Control and with the Court of Auditors 
3. Financial regulations 
4. Establishment and implementation of the general bud-
get 
Directorate D 
Accounting and finance 
I. Central accounting unit (CUC) 
2. Joint Research Centre accounts 2 
3. Accounts and cash office 
4. Accounting management and analysis 
1 Also acts as Accounting Officer of the Commission. 
2 21020 lspra, Varese, Italy 
Tel. 78 91 II 
Telex 380042/380058 EUR l 
324878/324880 EUR l 
3 Also responsible for Luxembourg Cash office. 
Bi!timent Jean Monnet 
Rue Alcide De Gasperi 
29 20 Luxembourg 
Tel. 430 I I 
Telex 3423 COMEUR LU 
3446 COMEUR LU 
3476 COMEUR LU 
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Antonis Sotiris MASTRANTONIS 1 
Joseph GOEPP 




Rue de Ia Loi 200. I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, l 049 Brussel 
Director-General (Financial Controller) 
Director (Deputy Financial Controller) 
Adviser 
Assistant to Director-General 
Administrative unit 
Directorate A 
Questions of principle. Control of operating, research 
and cooperation expenditure 
I. Control of personnel and operating expenditure 
2. Control of expenditure in the industrial and energy 
sectors, study and research contracts, and subsidies; 
control methods 
3. Control of cooperation and food aid expenditure, 
external offices and financial regulations 
Deputy Head of Division 
4. Control of Office for Official Publications and expen-
diture managed in Luxembourg 1 
5. Control of the Joint Research Centre, detached to 
lspra 1 
1 Biitiment Jean Monnet 
Rue Alcide De Gasperi 
2920 Luxembourg 
Tel. 430 ll 
Telex 3423 COMEUR LU 
3446 COMEUR LU 
3476 COMEUR LU 
2 2l 020 lspra. Yarese 
Italy 
Tel.789lll 
Telex 380042/380058 EUR I 
324878/324880 EUR I 
Tel. 235 ll ll 
Telex 2l877 COMEU B 
Carlo FACINI 
Joseph LEMMENS 
Jaak de MAEYER 











Control of revenues, expenditure under EAGGF and 
the Social and Regional Funds 
I. Control of revenues and accounting, and borrowings 
and loans 
2. Control of EAGGF 
Deputy Head of Division 
3. Control of social expenditure 
4. Control of regional expenditure 
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Lucien de MOOR 
Emile MENNENS 
Marcus Me !NERNEY 
David S. WHITE 
Oswald VANDER JEUGHT 
Jurgen ANDERMANN 
Euratom Supply Agency 
Rue de Ia Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, 1049 Brussel 
Director-General' 
Assistant to Director-General 
General matters and natural uranium 
1 As referred to in Article 53 of the Euratom Treaty. 
TeL 235 II II 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 





Rue de Ia Loi 200, I 049 Bruxelles 
Wetstraat 200, I 049 Brussel 
Director 
Security Office 
Pieter DE HAAN 
Tel. 235 l I ll 
Telex 21877 COMEU B 
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Office for Official Publications of the European Communities 





1. Administrative and technical services 
2. Official Journal 
3. Publications 
4. Sales and accounting 
Tel. 499 28-l 
Telex 1324 PUBOF LU (2 lines) 
1322 PUBOF LU 












Rue Archimede 73, 1040 Bruxelles 
Archimedesstraat 7 3, I 040 Brussel 
Tel. 235 I I I I 
Telex 26657 COMINF B 




0stergade 6 I 
Postbox 144 
1004 K0benhavn K 
Tel. 14 41 40 
Telex 16402 COMEUR DK 
Telecopy 00451 I I I I 2 03 
France (see Annex II) 
Paris 
6 I, rue des Belles-Feuilles 
75782 Paris Cedex 16 
Tel. 45 01 58 85 
Telex Paris 630176 F COMEUR 
Telecopy 00331/47 27 26 07 
Marseille (Suboffice attached to Paris Office) 
C.M.C.I./Bureau 320 
2, rue Henri Barbusse 
F-13241 Marseille CEDEX 01 
Tel. 91 91 46 00 
Telex 402 538 EURMA 
Telecopy 339 I /90 98 07 




Tel. 23 80 41 
Telex 886648 EUROP D 
Telecopy 0049/228.23 80 48 
Annex I 





In alphabetical order by country where lnfonnation offices are located. 
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Berlin (Suboffice attached to Bonn Office) 
Kurftirstendamm I 02 
I 000 Berlin 31 
Tel. 892 40 28 
Telex 184015 EUROP D 
Telecopy 0049/30.892 20 59 
Munich (Suboffice attached to Bonn Office) 
Erhardtstral3e, 27 
8000 Miinchen 
Tel. 23 99 29 00 
Telex 52 18 135 
Telecopy 4989/23 99 29 06 
Greece 
A(Jqva 
2, Vassilissis Sofias 
T.K 1602 
Athina 134 
Tel. 724 39 82/724 39 83/724 39 84 
Telex 219324 ECAT GR 
Telecopy 0030/1/722 37 15 
Ireland 
Dublin 
39 Molesworth Street 
Dublin 2 
Tel. 71 22 44 
Telex 25551 EUCO EI 
Telecopy 003531/71 26 57 
Italy 
Rom a 
Via Poli 29 
00187 Roma 
Tel. 678 97 22 
Telex 610184 EUROMA I 
Telecopy 0039/66 79 16 58 
86 
Milano ( Suboffice attached to Rome Office) 
Corso Magenta 61 
20123 Milano 
Tel. 80 15 05/617/8 
Telex 316002 EURMIL I 









Batiment Jean Monnet Henri GUILLAUME 
Rue Alcide De Gasperi 
2920 Luxembourg 
Tel. 430 II 
Telex 3423/3446/3476 COMEUR LU 
Telecopy 00352/4301 4433 
Netherlands 
Den Haag 
Lange Yoorhout 29 Henry FAAS 
Den Haag 
Tel. 46 93 26 
Telex 31094 EURCO NL 
Telecopy 003170/64 66 19 
Portugal 
Lis boa 
Rua do Sacramento a Lapa 35 Theo HUSTINX 
1200 Lisboa 
Tel. 60 21 99 
Telex 18810 COMEUR P 
Telecopy 0035/11 66 80 89 
Spain 
Madrid 
Calle de Serrano 41 Gian Paolo PAPA 
5' Planta 
Madrid I 
Tel. 435 17 00/435 15 28 
Telex 46818 OIPE E 
Telecopy 00341/276 03 87 
Switzerland 
Geneve 
Case postale 195 
37-39, rue de Vermont 
121 I Geneve 20 
Tel. 34 97 50 
Telex 28261 and 28262 ECOM CH 
Telecopy 00/4122/34 23 31 
Turkey 
Ankara 
Kuleli Sokak 15 Gwyn MORGAN 
Gazi Osman Pa~a 
Ankara 
Tel. 27 6145/27 6146 
Telex 42819 ATBE TR 




8, Storey's Gate 
London SWl P 3 AT 
Tel. 222 81 22 
Telex 23208 EURUK G 
Telecopy 00441 I 222 09 00 
88 
Belfast (Suboffice attached to London Office) 
Windsor House 
9/15 Bedford Street 
Belfast BT2 7EG 
Tel. 407 08 
Telex 7 4117 CECBEL G 
Telecopy 0044/232.24 82 41 
Cardiff(Suboffice attached to London Office) 
4 Cathedral Road 
Cardiff CFl 9SG 
Tel. 37 16 31 
Telex 497727 EUROPA G 
Telecopy 004/222.39 54 89 
Edinburgh (Suboffice attached to London Office) 
7 Alva Street 
Edinburgh EH2 4PH 
Tel. 225 20 58 
Telex 727420 EUEDING 
Telecopy 0044/312.26 41 05 
George Edwin SCOTT 
Dennis KENNEDY 
Hywel Rhodri MORGAN 
Stanley BUDD 
External delegations 1 
(a) In third countries 
Algeria 
36 r1,1e Arezki Abri 
Hydra 
Algiers 
Tel. 59 08 22/59 09 25/59 09 42 
Telex 52246 EURAL DZ 
Antigua and Barbuda 2 
Antigua Commercial Bank 
St Mary's & Thames Street 
StJohn's 
Tel. (046) 22 970 




P.O. Box 609 
Manuka ACT 2603 
Canberra a.c.t. 
Tel. (062) 95 50 00 
Telex AA 62762 EURCOM 
Telecopy 0061/62.95 37 12 
Bangladesh 4 
Dacca Office 
House CES (E) 19 
Road 128, Gulshan 
Dacca 12 
Tel. 60 05 64/41 18 41 
Telex 642501 CECO- BJ 
Barbados 
Sunjet House, Fairchild Street 
P.O. Box 654 C 
Bridgetown 
Tel. 427-4362/429-7103 
Telex 2327 DELEGFED WB 
Annex II 
Head of Delegation 
Alberto FERRARI 
William FORWOOD 
Head of Information Service 
Joel FESSAGUET 
Johan TER HAAR 5 
Commission Delegate 
1 In alphabetical order by country in which Delegations and suboffices are situated. 
2 Suboffice of the Delegation to Barbados. 
3 Also responsible for New Zealand. 
4 Suboffice of the Delegation for South Asia (headquarters: see India). 
5 Also responsible for Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, St Lucia, St Vincent and the Grenadines, St Kitts-Nevis, the OCTs of 
_Anguilla, the British Virgin Islands, Montserrat. 
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Belize 1 
P.O. Box 907 
Belize City 
Tel. 45365 
Telex 106 CEC - BZ 
Benin 
Avenue Roume, Batiment administratif 
B.P. 910 
Cotonou 
Tel. 31 26 84/31 26 17 
Telex 5257 DELEGFED - COTONOU 
Botswana 
P.O. Box 1253 
Gaborone 
Tel. 4455/4456/4457 
Telex 2403 DECEC GABORONE 
Brazil 
Q.l.7 
Bloc A, Lago Sui 
Brasilia, D.F. 
Tel. 248 3122 
Telex 612 517 DCCE BRE 




Tel. 33 63 46/33 63 48/33 55 22 
Telex 5242 DELEGFED OUAGADOUGOU 
Burundi 
Avenue P. Lumumba 52 
B.P. 103 
Bujumbura 
Tel. 34 26/59 30 





Tel. 22 13 87/22 33 67/22 21 49 
Telex 8298 DELEGFED KN - YAOUNDE 
1 Suboffice of the Delegation to Jamaica. 

















350 Sparks Street 
Ottawa, Ont. KIR 7S8 
Tel. (613) 238 64 64 
Telex 0534544 EURCOM OTT 
Telecopy 001/613.238 51 91 
Cape Verde 1 
Pri:dio «Galerias>> 




Telex 71 DELEGFED CV 
Central African Republic 
Rue de Randre 
B.P. 1298 
Bangui 
Tel. 61 30 53/61 01 13 
Telex 5231 DELEGFED RC - BANGUI 
Chad 
Concession Caisse COTON 
Route de Farcha 
B.P. 552 
N'Djamena 
Tel. 22 74/22 76 
Telex DELEGFED 5245 KD N'DJAMENA TCHAD 
Chile' 
Avenida Ami:rico Vespucio, 1835 
Santiago 
Postal address: Casilla I 0093 
Tel. 228 24 84/228 28 98 
Telex 340344 COMEUR CK 





Telex 212 DELCEC KO 
1 Suboffice of the Delegation to Senegal. 
Dietrich HAMMER 
Head of Delegation 
Finn OLESEN 








2 Suboffice of the Delegation for Latin America (headquarters: see Venezuela). 
3 Suboffice of the Delegation to Mauritius. 
91 
Congo 
Avenue Lyautey (face it l'ambassade d'Italie) 
pres de !'hotel Meridien 
B.P. 2149 
Brazzaville 
Tel. 81 38 78/81 37 00 
Telex 5257 KG DELEGFED- BRAZZAVILLE 
Costa Rica 1 
Centro Caton 
Apartado 836 
I 007 San Jose 
Tel. 33 27 55 
Telex 3482 CCE LUX 
Djibouti' 
Plateau du Serpent 
Boulevard du Marechal Joffre 
B.P. 2477 
Djibouti 
Tel. 35 26 15 
Telex 5894 DELCOM DS 
Egypt 
4 Gezira Street, 8th Floor 
Cairo Zamalek 
Tel. 341 93 93/340 31 32/340 83 88 
Telex 92028 EUROP UN - CAIRO 





Tedla Desta Building 
Africa Avenue (Bole Road) I st Floor 
P.O. Box 5570 
Addis Ababa 
Tel. 15 25 II 
Telex 21135 DELEGEUR- ADDIS ABABA 
Gabon 
Quartier Batterie IV 
Lotissement des Cocotiers 
B.P. 321 
Libreville 
Tel. 73 22 50 










Dominique DAVID 4 
Commission Delegate 
1 Suboffice of the Delegation for Latin America (headquarters: see Venezuela). 
2 Suboffice of the Delegation to Kenya. 
3 Suboffice of the Delegation to Cameroon. 
4 Also responsible for the Democratic Republic of Sao Tome and Principe. 
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Gambia 
I 0 Cameron Street 
P.O. Box 512 
Banjul 
Tel. 777/87 69 
Telex DELCOM GV 2233 - BANJUL 
Ghana 
The Round House 
65, Cantonments Road 
Cantonments, Accra 
Tel. 74 201 - 74 202 
Telex 2069 DELCOM - ACCRA 
Grenada 1 
P.O. Box 5 
St-George's 
Tel. 3561 
Telex 3431 CWBUR GA 
(Attention: CEC Delegation) 
Guinea Bissau 
Rua Eduardo Mandlane 29 
Caixa Postal 359 
Bissau 
Tel. 21 33 60/21 28 78 
Telex 264 DELCOM-BI 
Guinea Conakry 
P.O. Box 7 30 Conakry 
Corniche Sud, Madina Dispensaire 
Conakry 
Tel. 46 13 25/46 13 82 
Telex 628 DELEUR - CKY 
Guyana 
64 B Middle Street, South Cummingsburg 
P.O. Box 10847 
Georgetown 
Tel. 02-626 15/02-640 04/02-654 24/02-639 63 
Telex 2258 DELEG GY 
India (HQ of the Delegation for South Asia) 
YMCA 
Cultural Center Building 
Jai Singh Road 
New Delhi 110001 
Tel. 34 42 22/35 04 30 
Telex 31 61 315 
1 Suboffice of the Delegation to Trinidad and Tobago. 
2 Also responsible for relations with the Caricom Secretariat. 
Pierre PROT AR 
Commission Delegate 
Dieter Walter SCHMIDT 
Commission Delegate 
Bob VISSER 
Derek Anthony ENRIGHT 
Commission Delegate 
Commission Delegate 
Theo RASSCHAERT 2 
Commission Delegate 
Manfred MACIOTI 
Head of Delegation 
Rene ANDRE 







2 Rehov Ibn Gvirol 
Eliahu House, I Oth Floor 
Tel Aviv 
Tel. 03-26 62 12/26 62 13 
Telex 342108- DELEG- IL 
Ivory Coast 
Immeuble 'AZUR', Blvd Crozet 18 
01 B.P. 1821 
Abidjan 01 
Tel. 322 428/332 928 
Telex 3729 DELCEE - ABIDJAN 
Jamaica 
Mutual Life Center, 2nd 1-loor 
Oxford Rd/Old Hope Rd 
P.O. Box 435, Kingston 5 
Tel. 92-930 30/31/32 
Telex 2391 DELEGEC KINGSTON 5 
Japan 




Tel. 239 04 41 
Telex 28567 COMEUTOK J 
2325230 EURDOCG Domicile 
Telecopy 0081 I 3 261 51 94 
Jordan 
Shmeisani - Wadi Sagra Circle 
P.O. Box 926794 
Amman 
Tel. 66 81 91/66 81 92 
Telex 22260 DELEUR JO 
Rudiger WENK 
Niels WESTERBY 
Head of Delegation 
Michael Me GEEVER 
Commission Delegate 
Klaus BILLERBECK 2 
Commission Delegate 
Laurens Jan BRINKHORST 
Head of Delegation 
Tomas Prionnsias de HORA 
Financial adviser 
Michael LAKE 
Head of Information Service 
Romano LANTINI 
Head of Delegation 
1 Suboffice of the Delegation for South-East Asia (headquarters: see Thailand). 
2 Also responsible for the Bahamas, Belize, the Cayman Islands and the Turks and Caicos Islands. Address for the Bahamas 




National Bank Building 
Harambee Avenue 
P.O. Box 45 I 19 
Nairobi 
Tel. 33 35 92 
Telex 22302 DELEGFED - NAIROBI 
Lebanon 
Centre GEFINOR, Bloc B, S'm' i:tage 
B.P. I I 4008 
Rue Cli:menceau 
Beyrouth 
Tel. 36 30 30/36 30 31/36 30 32/36 47 58/36 47 59 
Telex DELEUR 23307 - LE BEYROUTH 
Lesotho 
P.O. Box MS 518 
Maseru 100, Lesotho 
Tel. 313 726 
Telex 435 I Io DELEGEUR - MASERU 
Liberia 
34 Payne Avenue, Sinkor 
P.O. Box 3049 
Monrovia 
Tel. 26 22 78/26 26 87 
Telex 44358 DELEGFED LI - MONROVIA 
Madagascar 
Immeuble Ny Havana - 67 hectares 
B.P. 746 
Antananarivo 
Tel. 242 16 
Telex 22327 DELFED MG- ANTANANARIVO 
Malawi 
Lingadzi House 
P.O. Box 30102, Capital City 
Lilongwe 3 
Tel. 73 02 55/73 01 73/73 05 93 
Telex 4260 DELEGEUR MI - LILONGWE 
Mali 
Rue Gui:gau - Badalabougou 
B.P. 115 Bamako 
Tel. 22 23 56/22 20 65 
Telex 526 DELEGFED- BAMAKO 
1 Also responsible for the Republic of Djibouti. 
Achim KRATZ 1 
Commission Delegate 
Klaus VON HELLDORFF 













ilot V, Lot 24 
B.P. 213 
Nouakchott 
Tel. 527 24/527 32 
Telex 549 DELEG MTN - NOUAKCHOTT 
Mauritius 
61/63 route Roreal 'La Mauvraie' Vacoas 
P.O. Box 10, Vacoas 
Tel. 86-50 61/86-50 62/86-50 63 
Telex 4282 DELCEC IW - VACOAS 
Morocco 
4 rue Jaafar As Saadik 
B.P. 1302 
Rabat Agdal 
Tel. 742 95/739 15 
Telex 32620- RABAT 
Mozambique 
Avenida Julius Nyerere, 2541 (temporary) 
Maputo 
Tel. ... 
Telex 6-136 CCE MO 
Netherlands Antilles 
Mgr Kieckensweg 24 
P.O. Box 822 
Willemstad, Cura9ao 
Tel. 625 084/626 433 




Tel. 73 23 60/73 27 73/73 48 32 
Telex 5267 Nl DELEGFED - NIAMEY 
Nigeria 
4, Idowu Taylor Street 
Victoria Island 
PM Bag 12767 
Lagos 
Tel. 61 78 52 
Telex 21868 DELCOM NG - LAGOS 




Robert SCHEIBER 1 
Commission Delegate 
Marc JANSSENS 
Head of Delegation 
Antonio MARONGIU 
Commission Delegate 




Eberhard ST AHN 
Commission Delegate 
Pacific (Fiji) 
Dominion House, 3rd Aoor 
Private Mail Bag, GPO 
Suva, Fiji 
Tel. 31 36 33 
Telex 2311 DELECOM FJ - SUVA 
Pakistan 
13, Masjid Road 
F. 6/3 
P.O. Box 1608 
Islamabad 
Tel. 82 18 28 
Telex 54004 COMEU PK 
Papua New Guinea 
8th Aoor 
Pacific View Apartments 
P.O. Box 1264 
Pruth Street 
Korobosea 
Tel. 25 92 22 
Telex NE 22307 DELEUR 
(Papua New Guinea) 
Rwanda 
Avenue du Depute Kamuzinzi, 14 
B.P.515 
Kigali 
Tel. 55 86/55 89 
Telex 515 DELCOMEUR RW- KIGALI 
Siio Tome and Principe 3 
Boite postale 132 
Siio Tome 
Tel. (239) 21 780 
Telex (0967) 224 
Senegal 
Avenue Albert Sarraut 57 (2' etage) 
B.P. 3345 
Dakar 
Tel. 21 13 24/21 57 77/21 79 75 
Telex 440 DELEGSE - DAKAR 
Michael LAIDLER 1 
Commission Delegate 
Christian Dietrich FALKOWSKI 





Antonio LESINA 4 
Commission Delegate 
1 
Also responsible for Fiji, Samoa, Tonga, French Polynesia, New Caledonia and dependencies, Vanuatu, Pitcairn, Tuvalu 
and Wallis and Futuna Islands. 
2 Also responsible for Kiribati and Solomon Islands. 
1 Suboffice of the Delegation to Gabon. 
4 Also responsible for the Republic of Cape Verde. 
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Seychelles 1 
P.O. Box 530 
Victoria Mahe 
Tel. 23 940 
Telex 2213 DELCOM SZ 
Sierra Leone 
2 Lamina Sankoh Street 
P.O. Box 1399 
Freetown 
Tel. 239 75/230 25 
Telex 3203 DELFED SL - FREETOWN 
Solomon Islands 2 
Komi Fera Pako Building 
P.O. Box 844 
Honiara 
Tel. 22765 
Telex 66370 DELEO SI 
Somalia 
Via Makka AI Mukarram no Z-A6/17 
P.O. Box 943 
Mogadisr,io 
Tel. 811 18/211 18/210 49 
Telex 628 FED MOG SM - MOGADISCIO 
Sudan 
No II Street 13, New Extension 
Khartoum 
Tel. 444 85/445 10/449 10/412 43 
Telex 24054 DELSU SO KHARTOUM SUDAN 
Suriname 
Dr S. Redmondstraat 239 
P.O. Box 484 
Paramaribo 
Tel. 993 22 
Telex 192 DELEGFED SN- PARAMARIBO 
Swaziland 
P.O. Box A. 36 
Mbabane 
Tel. 429 08/420 18 
Telex 2133 WD MBABANE 
1 Suboffice of the Delegation to Mauritius. 













7 3 rue AI Rachid 
B.P. 11269 
Damascus 
Tel. 335 291/330 001 
Telex DELCOM - SY 412919 
Tanzania 
Extelcoms House, 9th Roor 
Samora Avenue 
P.O. Box 9514 
Dar es Salaam 
Tel. 311 51/311 52 
Telex 41353 DELCOMEUR- DARES SALAAM 
Thailand (HQ of the Delegation in South-East Asia) 
Thai Military Bank Bldg, 9th & lOth Rrs 
34, Phya Thai Road 
Bangkok 
Tel. 246 00 22 
Telex 086/2764 COMEUBK TH 
Telecopy 0066/2 246 10 54 
Togo 
Avenue de Calais 22 
B.P. 1657 
Lome 
Tel. 213 662/210 832 





Tel. 21 820 
Telex 66207 OFFCEC TS 
Trinidad and Tobago 
2, Champs Elysees 
Long Circular 
Mara val 
P.O. Box 1144 
Port of Spain 
Tel. 62-266 28/62-205 91 
Telex 22421 DELFED WG PORT OF SPAIN 
Thomas Christopher O'SULLP/ AN 




Head of Delegation 
Thomas Geoffrey MARTIN 







Suboffice of the Delegation for the Pacific (Fiji). 
~ Als!J responsible for French Guyana, Grenada. Guadeloupe and dependencies. Martinique, Saint Helena and its dependen-
cies, Saint Pierre and Miquelon; the Falkland Islands and their dependencies, the French Southern and Antarctic 
Territories and the British Antarctic Territories. 
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Tunisia 
Avenue Jugurtha 21 
B.P. 3 
Belvedere - Tunis 
Tel. 28 85 35/28 89 91 
Telex 13596 - TUNIS 
Uganda 
Uganda Commercial Bank Building, Plot 12 
Kampala Road, 5th Roor 
P.O. Box 5244 
Kampala 
Tel. 23 33 03/23 33 04/24 27 01 
Telex 61139 DELEUR- UGA- KAMPALA 
United States 
Washington 
2100 M Street, NW (Suite 707) 
Washington, DC 20037 
Tel. (202) 862 95 00/862 95 01/862 95 02 
Telex 89539 COMEUR 
Telecopy 001202/429 17 66 
New York 
I Dag Hammarskjold Plaza 
245 East 47th Street 
New York, NY 10017 
Tel. (212) 371 38 04 
Telex EURCOM NY 012396 
EURCOM NY 661100 
EURCOM NY 668513 
Telecopy 001212/758 27 18 
Vanuatu 1 
Bougainville House 
Suite No 6 
Bougainville Street 
P.O. Box 442 
Port-Vila 
Tel. 2501 
Telex 1093 DELCOM NH 
1 Suboffice of the Delegation for the Pacific (Fiji). 
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Lorenzo LANARI 
Head of Delegation 
Alexander DJJCKMEESTER 
Commission Delegate 
Sir Roy DENMAN 
Head of Delegation 
Deputy Head of Delegation 
Denis CORBOY 
Head of Information Service 
Michael HARDY 
Head of Delegation 
Head of Information Service 
Wiepke VAN DER GOOT 
Venezuela (HQ of the Delegation for Latin America) 
Valle Arriba 
Calle Colibri 
Carretera de Baruta 
Caracas 
Tel. 92 50 56/92 39 67/91 47 07 
Telex 26336 COMEU VC 
Western Samoa 1 
Private Mail Bag 
Chief Post Office 
Apia 
Tel. 20070 Apia 
Telex 204- CEC OF- SX 
Yugoslavia 
Kablarsku 29 
Senjak I I 040 
Beograd 
Tel. 64 86 66 
Telex 11949 COMEU YU 
Telecopy 3811/65 14 58 
Zaire 
71, avenue des Trois Z 
B.P. 2000 
Kinshasa 
Tel. 327 18 




P.O. Box 34871 
Lusaka 
Tel. 25 09 06/25 07 11/25 II 40 
Telex 40440 DECEC ZA - LUSAKA 
Zimbabwe 
Stability House, I Oth floor 
Samora Machel Avenue, 65 
P.O. Box 4252 
Harare 
Tel. 70 71 20/70 71 43/70 71 39/70 49 88 
Telex 4811 - ZW - HARARE - ZIMBABWE 
1 Suboffice of the Delegation for the Pacific (Fiji). 
Luigi BOSELLI 




Head of Information Service 
Robert KREMER 
Albert MAES 
Head of Delegation 










(b) To imemational organizations 
Geneve 
Case postale 195 
37-39, rue de Vermont 
1211 Geneve 20 
Tel. 34 97 50 
Telex 28261 and 28262 ECOM CH 
Telecopy 00/4122/34 22 36 
New York 
I Dag Hammarskjold Plaza 
245 East 47th Street 
New York, NY 10017 
Tel. (212) 371 38 04 
Telex EURCOM NY 012396 
EURCOM NY 661100 
EURCOM NY 668513 
Telecopy 001212(758 27 IS 
Paris 
61, rue des Belles-Feuilles 
75782 Paris Cedex 16 
Tel. 45 01 58 85/45 00 48 65 
Telex COMEUR 630176 F 




Tel. 65 33 79(65 34 91/65 73 35(65 74 52 
Telex 133152 EUROPA 
Telecopy 00/43222/65 IS OS 
TRAN VAN THINH 
Head of Delegation 
Jean-Pierre DERISBOURG 
Deputy Head of Delegation 
Michael HARDY 
Head of Delegation 
Head of Information Service 
Pierre DUCHATEAU 
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